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General introduction

LaVA is a virtual platform for advanced e-learning and mixed learning
in Lattice Field Theory and related areas.

Under development within STRONG-2020 EU-funded project
+ technical and financial support by FBK/ECT? and by INFN.

The pandemic has led to the production of a large collection of videos and
written material. Now that we are back to normality, we thought it may be useful
that such legacy is not lost, but saved, collected, organized and complemented,

for the benefit of the scientific Community.



Goals of LaVA

Provide students and early-stage researchers with a wide collection of recorded
video lecture and written lecture-notes in Lattice Field Theories (LFTs)

The platform will include both links to pre-existing public material publicly available
online (e.g., video recordings and lecture notes from past school or training
events) and new ad-hoc material that will be developed for LaVA (video-recorded
lecture snippets with related notes/slides)

Provide organizes list of topics, each one with its syllabus, so that users (both
within and outside the Lattice community) can be more easily introduced to the
main active research areas in LFTs, as well as to the basic foundations of the field

Covered topics will range from very introductory (e.g., how to discretize scalar
fields) to more advanced one (e.g. precision physics, quantum simulations,
machine learning applications, . . . )

Important to improve diversity and inclusivity in our field: LaVA can help aspirant
lattice practitioners from under-represented categories to enter the Lattice
community



People

The LaVA Group and the convenors reunited in Trento at ECT?, Feb. 20th – 24th, 2023,
to discuss the organization of topics, their syllabi, and how to proceed to develop new

material for the platform.



Topics



LaVA website - Beta version is now online

You can find a Beta version of the LaVA website at:

https://sites.google.com/view/lattice-virtual-academy

Note: this URL is temporary and will be migrated in the near future.

PRELIMINARY WEBPAGE! However, already started populating the website with material
−→ “Essentials” section is at a pretty advanced stage. There we gathered

introductory video-lectures, complemented by lecture notes.
Conveners: Margarita García Peréz, Christof Gattringer, Simon Hands.

https://sites.google.com/view/lattice-virtual-academy


A sneak peek from the “Essentials” section

Structure:
Short paragraphs synthesizing learning goals and pre-requisites

Syllabus of topics, each one with short description, video-recorded lectures
(we found very effective to use the “snippet” format, but some topics needed

longer formats) and related short lecture notes

Short collection of pre-existing materials: books, other lecture notes, other
recorded material from other training activities (e.g., Ph.D. schools)

Material produced for LaVA will be hosted on the Zenodo platform



EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO JOIN AND CONTRIBUTE!

We are happy to receive comments, suggestions or feedback! If you have
material that you think could fit in the project, and you feel like sharing it, please

feel free to reach out with LaVA!

lava@ectstar.eu

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

mailto:lava@ectstar.eu
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